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Quiz:  China’s Dark Turn 

Directions:  Select the answer that best completes the sentence 

 1)  Years ago, U.S. politicians were optimistic about China because the Chinese government  

_______________________. 

A) embraced free markets and privatized government owned businesses 
B) implemented price controls to keep prices low 
C) created government-owned collective farms rather than individually owned farms 
D) stopped foreign investments so that Chinese citizens could invest their money in businesses  
 

2) One way the Chinese government controls its citizens is by _______________________. 

A) inserting micro-chips in their bodies to monitor what they do and where they go 
B) requiring them to work in government factories  to monitor them during the work day 
C) regulating the internet and hiring censors to monitor Chinese citizens’ internet use 
D) going through their garbage to see how they live 
 

3) China’s 50 Cent Army manipulates public opinion by doing all of the following except 

_________________________. 

A) blocking international social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter 
B) preventing Chinese citizens from getting news from Western news sites 
C) suing Chinese citizens who criticize their government 
D) barging into citizens’ homes and threatening their families 
 

4) Muslim Uyghurs who live in China _______________________. 

A) have been enrolled in government-sponsored job-training programs 
B) support the Chinese president, Xi Jinping, because he allows freedom of religion 
C) are being forced into re-education camps 
D) have been pressured by their government to convert to Christianity  

 

5) The main point of this video is that _________________________.   

A) while Chinese President Xi Jinping restricts people’s freedom, the U.S. government is worse 
B) socialism leads to government oppression 
C) freedom is overrated  
D) governments controlling their citizens leads to a better, more civilized country 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



China’s Dark Turn – Answer Key: 

1.  A 

2.  C 

3.  C 

4.  C 

5.  B 

 

 


